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ENERGY AND ANGlJLAR RESOLUTION IN PION-PION SCATTERING
AND OT.HER COLLIDING BEAM EXPERIMENTS

PAUL L. CSONKAt
Institute of Theoretical Science and Department ofPhysics, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

In certain types of colliding beam experiments, the interaction region may contain parti~les within a wide momen
tum range. The paper describes how the energy and angle dependence of the cross sectIon can be measured under
these circumstances. Pion-pion scattering in a miniring is given as an example.

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION O'F
COLLIDING BEAM EXPERIMENTS

Most of our information concerning elementary
particle physics is derived from experiments in
which two elementary particles are permitted to
scatter on each other and the particles produced in
the scattering are observed. Let us refer to one of
the two incoming particles as 'target' particle, and
to the other as the 'projectile' particle. Unfor
tunately, of all the numerous conceivable scattering
events of this type, only a small fraction has ever
been observed directly, namely those in which the
target particle is either a proton, or a neutron, or
an electron. Let us refer to these as experiments of
the 'usual kind'. In experiments of the usual kind,
detailed measurements of energy and angular de
pendence of the differential cross section are
achieved in the following way. First, one restricts
the absolute value and angle of the momenta of
both colliding particles to lie within well defined
narrow limits. This is- done by choosing beams
with momentum vector resolution of typically a
f~w per cent and if solid material targets are used,
then choosing those to be practically at rest.
Second, one induces a reaction between the two

I particles of well defined momenta, and me~sures
,the cross sections of interest for that partIcular
reaction center of mass energy, and at various
angles relative to the well defined incoming
momenta. Third, one repeats this measurement
for various values of the incoming momenta, and
plots the measured cross sections as a function of
energy and angle.

If we try to perform experiments other than those.;
of the usual kind, then we encounter serious
difficulties. The reason is that in such experiments
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the target particle is either (a) shortlived and decays
before enough scattering events take place, or (b)
neutral and cannot simply be prevented from
leaving the interaction region too soon. The
experimental technology in common use today, is
unable to overcome these difficulties. On the
other- hand, in recent years four important new
developments have taken place: the design or
construction of new accelerators, storage rings,
more powerful magnets, and better detectors. The
questiop. arises whether the appropriate combina
tion of these new tools could enable us to perform
at least some of the heretofore unfeasible experi
ments. This question was investigated several
years ago, at the time when the planning and
construction of the new generation of accelerators
and the CERN-ISR began in earnest. The results
-of this investigation concerning some 'colliding
beam experiments of type (a) were reported in
references 1-5 and concerning experiments of type
(b) in reference '6. It was found that the new
developments in technology could indeed enable
us to perform some of these experiments.

All of the experimental arrangements discussed
in these references make use of one or more of the
following four methods to reach reasonable count
ing rates: (1) Use more- powerful sources of
primary particles. (2) Reduce the duty factor of
the primary particles, e.g. by using storage rings
for 'this purpose. The counting, rate in these
experiments is proportional to the crossi!1g factor
of the primary beam, defined as Cb =12/D·d·c,
where 1 is the average intensity, D and d are the
macro and micro duty fac~ors respectively of the
primary beam, and c is the' velocity of light in
vacuum. The first two methods, therefore, clearly
have the effect of increasing C b for the primary
beam. (3) Increase the number of secondaries
reaching the interaction region, per primary par
ticle. This is done by collecting into the interaction
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region all secondary particles whose momentum,
p, has the absolute value Po - Jpj2 ~.p ~Po +
Jpj2 and lies within a solid/angleJ.Q.. The Jpjp
and J.Qj47T are not small. In fact, for certain sug
gested experiIp.ental arrangements Jpjp and J.Qj47T
are both of the order unity. (4) Shape the inter
action region in such a manner that the secondary
particles have as much chance to interact as pos~ible.

It is clear from number (3) above, that 'in these
experimental arrangements the interaction region
contains not only incoming particles with well
defined momenta, but instead, it contains particles
with a wide range of kinetic energy, and momentum
vectors pointing anywhere within a large solid
angle. Consequently, it may appear at first sight
that in such experiments one cannot determine the
energy dependence of cross sections, and that only
some averag~ (over energy and angle) value can be
measured. It is the purpose of this paper to clear
up this misunderstanding. In fact, although the
methods used in experiments of the usual kind, can
clearly not be employed now, nevertheless, the
energy and angle dependence of cross sections can
1?e measured even in these experiments. To be
specific, we will illustrate this point on one parti
cular example, namely the suggested pion-pion
scattering experiment in a miniring. (1,2,5~ How
ever, our considerations will have general validity,
and, with the appropriate changes, can be applied
to other colliding beam experiments .as well.

2. ENERGY AND ANGULAR RESOLUTION
IN A MINIRING

The miniring{l)· is a device which can contain
low energy stable or unstable particles. Its purpose

is to provide a target of low energy particles, so
that the scattering of the particles in the miniring
on each other or on other particles, can be
observed. It consists of a relatively small volume
(hence the name) filled by a magnetic field shaped
in such a manner that low energy particles pro
duced inside the ring within a wide energy and
angular range, are guided by the field, and most of
them are prevented from leaving the miniring for
an average time T. One particular design for a
miniring is outlined in Fig.· 1. The primary protons
of .about 1 BeV kinetic energy, hit the target
located at one end of the ring. Tthe pions are then
gathered and guided by the narrow channel section
of the miniring into the wider interaction region.
Both the channel section and the interaction region
are filled with a predominantly longitudinal mag
netic field 'along which the pions with transverse
(to the magnetic field) momentum up to say
300 MeV spiral. The field at both ends of the
interaction region is such that most pions are
reflected by it, and are trapped. The T is chosen
to be approximately equal to the lifetinle, T, of the
average pion. The miniring is surrounded by a
spark chamber. The (possibly superconducting)
magnet surrounding the interaction region may be
the first plate of the. chamber.t

Both the miniring and the conventional storage
rings· make use of magnetic fields in order to guide
particles along approximately closed orbits.tt The'

t I am gratefull for R. W. Kennedy for pointing this put
to me.

t Recently the pion orbits were calculated in detail for one
particular magnetic field distribution. (7) (These authors refer
to the particular miniring they investigated as 'precetron'.)
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FIG. 1. One possible arrangement of the target, the miniring co.nsisting of two sections: the channel section
and the interaction region, and the detector. Perturbing fields are not indicated.
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mlrlnlng, however, differs from c01;1ventlonal
storage rings in the following ways. Fitst, it is
smaller; aminiring may have_ a volume between
103 cm3 and 106 cm3• Second, in a miniring the
particles in the magnetic field interact usefully
along most of their orbits, while in storage rings
useful interactions can pccur only along that
relatively small fraction of the orbit which lies
inside the interaction regions. Third the miniring
is capable of containing particles with~p/p and
~Q/41T both of the order of unity, while in con
ventional storage rings both of these parameters
are usually less than or of the order ofa few per cent.

The fact that the interaction region contains
particles with momenta lying within a wide range
of 11p and LlQ, implies that in the miniring, reac
tions with various values of center-of-mass energy
and various incoming momenta take place simul
taneously.

For the purposes of the following discussion we
,will consider the reactions

Energy resolution

(A) Neither the two final TTO in reaction (1), upr
the two pairs of y rays into which they decay, are
affected by the magnetic field. From the showers
produced by the four 'y-rays, it should be possible
t~ locate the origin of the y-rays within a cylinder
'of about 5 cm radius. Fourfoldy coincidence can
not be produced by the background jn the miniring,
therefore, a coincidence of four y-rays, all of which
origina~e at the same point (within errors) indicates
an event of reaction·· (1). Measurement Of the
showers produced by the y-rays should make
reconstruction of the y-ray energy possible within
20-30 per cent.

The paths of the final particles in reaction (2)
depend on the magnetic field. Those which result
from elastic scattering with little change of momen
tum, will continue to be trapped by the magnetic
field. On the other hand, those which result from
elastic scattering near the backward direction in
the reaction center-of-mass frame, have a good
chance (depending on exactly where the scattering
took place) to leave the interaction region. These
particles can be tracked by the surrounding spark
chamber. To establish coincidence between the
origins of a 7T+ and a 7T-, one has to reconstruct
their? orbits inside the interaction region. For this
purpose, an accurate kn~wledge ~f th~ field in the

(1)

(2)

miniring is' necessary. The accuracy of this extra
polation will- determine the background which can
be tolerated in the measurement of reaction (2).
On the other hand, the curvature of the pion tracks
in the detector, is determined by the magnetic field
between the detector plates, and does not depend I

on .the field in the miniring. This should enable
one to make a good measurement of the pion
energies.

We see that for both reactions it is possible to
measure the number -of scattering events whose
total momentum lies in the interval P ± LIP, center
of mass energy is within Eerns ± 11Eerns and in
which, as seen from the reaction center of mass; the
positive pion momentum forms an angle within
X±LlX with the axis of the interaction region, land
the _reaction takes place within the volum~ r ± J r
in the miniring, at time t. Let us denote this quan
tity by Mk (P, 11P Eerns , JEerns , X, 11x, r, .dr, t),
where k can have the value 1 or 2, depending on
which of the two -reactions we are discussing.t

Before w.e can determine the ene'rgy dependence
of the cross section, we have to know the density of
7T± with momentum within p ± 11p, contained in the
volume r ± Jr, at time t. Let us denote this
quantity by N±(p, 11p, r, 11r, t). Furthermore, let'
us. denote by n±(p, Jp, Eo, X), the number of 7T±

with momentum within p ± tJp, produced I by an
incoming proton beam of kinetic energy Eo, on'
one atom of the target material X. Let us denote
by IX±(P, Jp, X, dt) that fraction of the 7T± wit,h
momentum within p ± 11p, which is not absorbed
by the target made out of material X, and which
has target dimensions symbolized by dt. Note
that IX may be larger than one for certain momenta,
because pions of high momentum may be' slowed
down by the target and transformed into low
momentum pio~s. We will denote the target
volume by Vt . Finally, let us denote by
(3±(P, Jp, r, 11r, t, H), that fraction of the 7T± leaving
the targ~t with momentum within p ± Jp, which
can be found within the volume r:f:: 11f, at time t,
when the field intensity is H. The H is a function
of r, but its value is assumed to be constant over
the whole time interval of interest. This time
interval is of the order of T, and therefore this
assumption is ju~tified. Again, f3 need not be less

t In the degenerate case when ji is parallel to the axis of
the interaction region and X = 0 or 1800

, then two different
scattering events may have the same P, Eerns, and x. These
two events can be, distinguished, if one also specified, e.g.,
E+, the laboratory energy of the 7T+. However, this variable
is not essential for our discussions here, and we will not
write it -out.
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than one. From the above discussion it follows
that

N±(p, LJp, r, LJ r, t)
= n±(p, LJp, Eo, X) Vt rx±(p, LJp, X, dt)

·(j±(p, LJp, r, LJr, t, Fl). (3)

We denote the density of .pion pairs with total
momentum within P ± LJP, relative center-of-mass
energy within the interval Eerns ± LJEerns, and rela
tive momentum in the reaction center of mass
forming an angle within 8 ± LJ8 with the axis of the
cylindrical interaction region, in the volume r ± L1 r
at time t, by Q(P, LJP,' Eerns, LJEerns, 8,.218, r, Llr, t).
It is clear that Q is some function of N± only:

Q(P, LJP, Eerns, LlEems, 8, L18, r, LJr, t)
= f[N±(p, Llp, r, Llr, t)], (4)

and that the total (i.e. integrated over all angles)
cross section of reaction k(k = 1, 2) for center-of..
mass energy within Eerns ± LlEerns, is

ak(Eerns) =
f dx Mk(P, LlP, Eerns, LlEems. X, Llx, r, Llr, t)

f dO Q(P, LlP, Eerns, LlEerns, 8, Ll8, r, Llr, t)(v ± Llv)'
(5)

where v is' the relative velocity of the two pions.
For all relativistic pions v ~ 1, and Llv ~ o.

Note that Eq. (5) is valid for all P ±LlP, r ±Llr,
and t, and can be so applied if sufficient number of
events are available. Alternatively, Eq. (5) can be
integrated bver some or all of P, rand t. By
integrating over r, one can determine qk(Eerns)
without determining the approximate location of
'each observed pion-pion scattering event, except
for purposes of establishing coincidence between
the outgoing particles.

(B) One can measure the energy dependence of
the cross section even without measuring the
energies of the outgoing particles in reactions (1)
or (2). This method will be described next. This
method and method (A) described above, are not
mutually exclusive. They can be used simul
taneously to improve resolution.

To begin with, rearrange Eq. (5), integrate over
P and Eems, and, to avoid unessential complica
tions, assume that v ~ 1, LlV ~ o. (These assump
tions are well satisfied in most c~ses of practical
interest). We obtain

f dP f dEems ak(Eerns)
· f d8 Q(P, LlP, Eerns, LlEerns, 8, Ll8, r, L1r, t)

= f dPJ dEems J dX
Mk (P, LlP, Eerns, LlEerns, X, LtX' r, Llr, t). (6)

Next, ~bserve that Q will change if Nt is
changed. On the other hand, Nt can be varied in
several ways: One may change nt for a givenp, Ltp
by varying the primary beam energy Eo, or target
material X, one may change Vt and rx± by changing
the target dimensions db and (j± can be modified
by changing H or dt . In practice, a change of
target material is difficuit, since few materials can
fulfill the requirements which have to be satisfied
when large number of pions are produced in short
bursts. It is also difficult to induce effective
changes by varying the target dimensions. On the
other hand, Eo and H can be changed easily, and,
therefore, in the following we will vary only these
two parameters. Furthermore, for simplicity, we
assume that the variation of H consists of multiply
ing it everywhere by a constant (independent of r),
which can be achieved by simply increasing or
~ecreasing the current in the coils of the miniring.
When Eo is varied, then the spectrum of the pro
duced 7T± will change; when H is, e.g., increased,
then the miniring will contain pions with higher
transverse (to H) momenta. Under small such
variations of Eo and H, the variation of Eq. (6)
will be

J dP f dEems P"k(Eerns)
• Df d8 Q(P, LlP, Eerns, LlEerns, 8, Ll8, r, Llr, t)

= f dP f dEems Df dX
Mk(P, LlP, Eerns, LlEerns, X, LlX, r, Llr, t). (7)

One can obtain a whole set of equations of this
type, by. choosing various variations Dz for Eo and
H. Let us denote by S the number of such equa
tions which we wish to use. Each of theseequa
tions can be approximated by writing summation
(over P and Eerns) instead of integration.

L ak(E~ms)Dl Q(E~ms, r, Llr, t)
i '

= L Dl Mk(E~ms, r, Llr, t),
i

where

Q(Eerns, ...) = fdP f dO Q(P, Eerns, 8, ...) (8)

and

Mk(Eerns , ...) = J~P f dx Mk(P, Eerns, X, · ..).

Let us denote by- ,S' the total number of ak(E~ms)

which appear in this set of equations. The DzMk

can be measured, the Oz Q can be calculated, and
the set of numbers ak(E~ms) can then, in general,
be obtained by solving Eqs. (8), provided that
S' ~ S. Just as for Eq. (5), it is true that Eqs. (8)
are valid for all r, Llr and t, but may be integrated
over r or t or both.
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Angular resolution
The miniring is so constructed that at the two

ends of the interaction region, most pions are
reflected many times by the, magnetic barrier,
before they are able to leave the region. Each time
a pulse of pions reaches the magnetic barrier, the
number of pions is reduced only by a small fraction.
Therefore (see Fig. 1), the number of pions moving
from left to right in .the interaction region, is
approximately the same as the number of pions
moving from right to left (except during the short
time interval which immediately follows the entrance
of the first pions into the region). Consequently, the
function Q satisfies, to a good approximation,

Q(P, LJ15, Eems, LJEems, fJ, LJfJ, r, LJr, t)

= Q( - 15, - LIP, Eems, LlEems, fJ + 180°, LJfJ, r, LJr, t),
(9)

which expresses symmetry of Q under rotation by
1'80° around an axis perp~ndicular to the axis of
the cylindrical interaction region.

Keeping in mind Eq. (9), we will at fii'st turn to
the discussion of reaction (1), and later we will
discuss reaction' (2). Isotopic spin conservation
will be assumed.

Reaction (1) can proceed only if the isotopic spin
ot the final (also initial) two pions is even, and,
therefore, if their relative angular momentum, L,
is even, so that the scattering amplitude will be an
even function of ~, the center of mass scattering
angle:

A1(Eems,t) = A1(Eems, t + 180°) (10)

From Eq. (9) it follows, that M 1 has the approxi
mate symmetry

M1(P, LJ15, Eems , LJEems, X, LJx, ...)

~ M I ( -15, -LJ15, Eerns, LJEerns, X + 180°, LJx, ...)
(11)

The measured quantity M 1 is given by

M1CP, LJ15, Eerns, LlEerns , X, LJX' r, LJr, t)

= f d~ f dfJ ul(Eerns, ~)K(15, Eerns, X, ~, fJ)

• Q(15, LJ15, Ferns, LJEems, 8, LJ8, r, LJr" t), (12)

where the function K is a kinematical factor, and
determines the probability with which a 7T+ is
scattered in a direction which forms an angle X
with the axis of the interaction region. In parti
cular, for a given set of P, Eerns , 8 and X, the K is
nonzero at most for one particular value of ~

(except in degenerate cases where two values· of ~

may contribute to M 1 with the same 8). Therefore,

the double integral can be replaced by a single
integral over ~, and that can be approximated by a
sum. One can write down Eq. (12) for 8 different
values of ~ (all for the' same value of E erns), and
obtain in this manner a set of 8 equations. Let us
denote by 8' the total number of u(Eems, ~i) which
appear in this set of equations. One can, in
general, find u(Eems, ~i) for 8' different values of ~i

from these equations, provided that 8 is chosen so
that 8 ~ 8'. However, even if 8 ~ 8', the deter
minant of the set of equations may, in special cases,
be equal to zero. In these special cases the de
pendence of u on ~ can 'not be determined by this
method. Such would be the case ifQ were a
constant as a function of P and fJ, but this can be
avoided according to Egs. (3) and (4) by varying,
if necessary, X, dt , Eo or H. When Eems is so low
that only the state with L = 0 contributes signifi
cantly to the scattering, then, of course, u is
independent of ~, M is independent of X, and the
angular dependence measurement is trivial. Again
we note that Eqs. (18) are valid for any 15, r, and t,
but may be integrated over some or all of these
three variables.

Reaction (2) can take place both when the iso
topic spin of the two final (also initial) pions is even
and when it is odd. Consequently, this elastic
scatt~ring can occur both when L, the relative
orbital momentum of the scattered pions, is even
and when it is odd. Therefore, one expects in
general, that the scattering amplitudes Ai(Eems, ~)

arid A 2(Eems, ~ + 180°) are not equal. N~vertheless,

it follows from Eq. (9) that Eq. (11) holds for M 2

also, not only for MI. Furthermore, M 2 andu2

satisfy an equation like Eq. (12), and this equation
can be obtained by simply substituting subscript 2
for subscript 1 everywhere in Eq. (12).

One may now think that u2(Eerns,~) can be
measured by writing down Eq. (12) for various
values of x, and then solving this set of equations
as described earlier. However, this is not so: In
fact, the set of, equations so obtained for the
unknown U2 will have a determinant equal to zero
to the .same approximation as Eq. (9) is true.
The reason for this is easy to see: the backward
forward asymmetry in fJ will not be measurable in
this way, because the measured M 2 will always
satisfy the 'backwards-forwards symmetry' (11)
to the same approximation as Q satisfied Eq. (9).
Using this method one can measure the quantity

a2(Eerns, t) == t[u2(Eerns, t) + u2(Ecrns, ~ + 180°)] (13)

but not u2(Eems, t) and 0'2(Eems, ~ + 180°) separately.
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On the other hand, if additional information is
available, then one may proceed further, and
determine u2(Ecrns , g). 'For example, let us assume,
that we already know the pion-pion scattering
amplitude for isptopic spin 0 and 2, e.g. as a result
of previous measurements of reaction - (1) and
elastic 77'+ - 77'+ scattering. Let us write the ampli
tude for reaction (2) as a sum of two terms

(14)

)\There the symmetric and antisymmetric parts
satisfy

8 S "-

A 2a(Ecrns, g) = ± A 2a(Ecrns , g+ 180°). (15)

In terms of these amplitudes, the measured quantity
a'can be written (we suppress the argument Eerns) as

G2(g) ro--JI A28(g) +A2a(g)12 + I A28(g) - A2a(g) 1
2• (16)

Using isotopic spin invariance, we can calculate
A 2s, . and measuring U2(g) for a large enough
number of t values, one can determine, in general,
(rom the resulting set of Eqs. (16), any finite set of
phase shifts which contribute significantly to A 2a.

Of course, for certain special Q functions (such as
when Q is independent of 15 and 8), the determinant
of this set of equations vanishes, and then a(g)
can not be determined. Equations (16) are valid
for any 15, rand t, and may be integrated over
some or all of these variables.

We conclude with some remarks concerning
experimental errors: The quantities M k or their
integrals over any or all of 15, rand t are measured
directly. Their relative statistical ~rror decreases
as (number of events)-1/2, as usual. On the other
hand, according to some of the methods <;lescribed
above, the differential cross section a(Ecrns, g) is
obtained from these quantities by solving sets of
equations. The solution involves sometimes the
taking of differences between measured quantities.
'Whenever a difference is taken, the relative error of
the resultant quantity is, generally speaking, larger
than that of the directly measured quantities.
Therefore, when solving systems of equations, one

should, as a general rule, try to minImIze the
number of times. differences are taken. How often
the taking of differences is. unavoidable, depends
on the structure of the set of equations under
discussion. In. particular, it may happen that the
equations are such that by using colliding beams of
large LJp and LJ,Q, not only the directly measured
quantities, but also. the differential quantities, can
be determined faster and with greater statistical
relative accuracy than when beams with the
customary small LJp and LJ,Q are used. On the
other hand, in other cases, the structure of the
equations may be such that the statistical relative
accuracy of the differential quantities is not smaller
than would be obtained by the usual method. It is
clear that the use of small LJp and LJ,Q in colliding
beam experiments need not be the best method to
perform measurements with good resolution. On
the other hand, using beams with large LJp and LJ,Q,
as in experiments in a miniring, we may be able not
only to measure heretofore unobservable total cross
sections, but also differential cross sections.
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